Apulia Grove
Extra Virgin Olive Oil: A User Guide
How to select, transport and store your Australian Extra Virgin Olive Oil
This is a huge subject, but we'll try to cover the basics as briefly as possible, so you can
get the best from your Australian Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO). We've based this
document on a wide variety of sources, including government research, the wisdom of
olive producers, chefs, scientists and show judges that we have met since we began our
olive oil journey, as well as our own experiences.
BUYING OLIVE OIL

1. What should it look like?
A common misconception is that olive oil needs to be a certain colour to be any good. In
reality, it doesn't matter whether it's green, golden or clear—what matters is the freshness
and flavour. Some producers filter their oil extensively, others go for a more rustic effect
and there may be small amounts of sediment not unlike wine. As with wine, too much
sediment is a bad thing but a little is relatively harmless. In dark glass, it may not be
possible to tell what the oil looks like. In clear glass, olive oil is damaged by light—even
artificial—and this sort of packaging should be avoided.
Apulia Grove EVOO is sold only in dark glass or special casks which protect it from
light and air.
2. How long does it keep?
Unlike wine, olive oil does not improve with age! Quite the opposite—the flavours and
health benefits start to decline as soon as it is exposed to air, heat and light. You would
not buy 5 year old orange juice—don't buy 5 year old olive oil.
Good olive oil has a shelf life of at least one year unopened -- check the Best Before date
the producer has placed on the package for this.
With opened bottles, you should use the contents of any package within three months.
With opened casks, the cask format prevents air getting into the oil and you should be OK
for 6-9 months at least.
Apulia Grove EVOO has a Best Before date of two years from processing. We also

specify the year of harvest on the bottle—if it's the current year, you know the oil will be
fresh and delicious. If it's not, as long as the oil has been carefully handled and stored, it
will be fine up to the Best Before date.
3. What should it taste like?
Good EVOO will have fruity, grassy and peppery flavours, and some may have nutty
overtones. Things you should not taste in your olive oil are rancidity (e.g. off butter
flavour), bacon or salami, or musty or mouldy smells. These latter mean the oil is either
past its best or has possibly been badly stored and handled.
The degree of pepperiness you prefer is up to you. Some people like a very 'robust'
flavour; others do not. If you can't taste the oil prior to purchase, 'road test' it with a small
package first to see if you like it. Even a fine, prize winning oil isn't much use if you don't
care for the flavour. Your taste buds know—trust them. Children in particular are excellent
judges of good EVOO, we've found.
Apulia Grove is a mild Tuscan-style oil blended from Corregiola and Frantoio olives,
and is suitable for general purpose cooking as well as a delicious 'finish' on your
special dishes and salads.
4. Why buy Extra Virgin Olive Oil anyway?
There is a large and increasing amount of evidence that EVOO is an extremely healthy
product and, as an essential part of the mediterranean diet, linked with improved cardiovascular health and a number of other health benefits. Don't take our word for it; this is a
matter of public record.
Oils called 'Light' or 'Pure' are NOT extra virgin and may in fact have had all the health
properties refined out of them during processing. Note that some imported oils purporting
to be Extra Virgin actually are not—the media gave this a lot of coverage between 2008
and 2012, and the situation has not changed significantly.
Apulia Grove has consistently met or exceeded the requirements of the Australian
Standard for Extra Virgin Olive Oil (AS5264-2011) , and is good for the planet, good for
the land, good for Australia—and good for you!
TRANSPORTING AND STORING OLIVE OIL

There are a number of simple do's and don'ts:
DO transport and store your EVOO out of direct sunlight, regardless of the packaging
style. Olive Oil degrades rapidly with exposure to air, heat and light. In Australia, where
summer room temperatures may easily exceed 30 Celsius, it is important to store the oil in
the coolest part of the pantry or perhaps even the vegetable crisper in your fridge.
If EVOO gets too cold, however, the fats may separate. This doesn't harm the oil
particularly, but it should be warmed up again before use if this happens—don't heat it, just
allow it to reach room temperature in its own time.

DON'T leave your oil all day in a hot car.
You may take months off the shelf life, and you will certainly damage the health properties
and flavours. If you have a large shopping expedition, make your oil among the last things
you buybefore you head home. Use chiller bags if you have them.
DO buy packages that you will use within three months.
DON'T buy big tins if they're going to hang around in the pantry for months or years once
you open them. Exposure to air—even just what's in the tin—degrades the oil rapidly.
DO buy Australian EVOO in preference to imports. Research by the Australian Olive
Association in the past has shown that imported oils are by and large of far less quality
than the locally-produced olis. Buy Australian—it’s worth it.
DO find out more about EVOO if you are interested. Some references:
http://www.australianolives.com.au, particularly Consumer Information
http://www.australianextravirgin.com.au
Our web site: http://www.apulia-grove.com.au
Our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/ApuliaGroveOlives
A book on the subject of dodgy olive oil from Europe:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extra_Virginity
We have met the author, and it’s a fascinating read.

